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Can a group of ten year old mates (and one scruffy dog) really outwit the most fiendish, cunning teachers in the universe and, after millions of
years, finally make school cool?!
First time in print. Pacific Rim: Amara is an official prequel series to the major motion picture, Pacific Rim Uprising. This softcover edition
collects the entire Pacific Rim: Amara story that was published on Webtoons. and new material for the first time. As the Kaiju Wars rage on,
Pacific Rim: Amara follows the young heroine whose life shattered when she is orphaned during a devastating monster attack. Fighting to
survive as her city is destroyed, she finds shelter with a grumpy mech-inventor named Kai and his closest companion, Hannah. The trio forms
an unlikely family in the aftermath of the invasion, looking out for one another and scavenging old mech parts to build their very own Jaeger, a
pilotable giant robot with the power to protect Amara from the monsters that took everything from her.
A slip-cased facsimile of the first ever 'Dandy' annual published in 1941. It will appeal to all of the generations who have read the 'Dandy' and
will provide a great insight to the early days of the comic.
By the creator of Bear and Uby Bubu comes Space Raoul. Part adventurer, part explorer, part space captain, and all-around CHAP, Raoul is
the upholder of all that is good in the universe. Serialized in the pages of The Dandy, Space Raoul is the reddest space hero of all time.
In 1976, a fledgling magazine held forth the the idea that comics could be art. In 2016, comics intended for an adult readership are reviewed
favorably in the New York Times, enjoy panels devoted to them at Book Expo America, and sell in bookstores comparable to prose efforts of
similar weight and intent. We Told You So: Comics as Art is an oral history about Fantagraphics Books’ key role in helping build and shape
an art movement around a discredited, ignored and fading expression of Americana. It includes appearances by Chris Ware, Art Spiegelman,
Harlan Ellison, Stan Lee, Daniel Clowes, Frank Miller, and more.

Beanotown has become boring. All Dennis pranks are backfiring and he seems to have lost his awesomeness. Even his
faithful hound, Gnasher, seems fed up with him these days. When Dennis hears about the legendary Golden Pea
Shooter of Everlasting Fun, it sounds like the only thing that can solve his problems and return his hometown to its former
glory. With the help of his cousin, Minnie and Gnasher, Dennis must go on a quest, discovering the mysterious Chamber
of Mischief in his bid to find the Golden Pea Shooter, but a series of tricky challenges (and Dennis nemesis, Walter)
stand in his way.
Join Cavan Scott, Francesco Francavilla, and a host of classic Star Wars artists in the epic conclusion to the Vader’s
Castle saga! Star Wars Adventures: Ghosts of Vader’s Castle is a horror-packed, star-studded, five-week event
guaranteed to haunt your dreams. In issue #3, catch up with Hudd and Skritt! Hudd has been dreaming of the Spirit of the
Swamp, a gilled monster that terrorizes Dagobah! The GHOST OF VADER’S CASTLE are in all corners of the galaxy...
Floodgate Companion is Robert Beatty's debut monograph, a cosmic and immersive collection of artwork from the
renowned album cover artist.
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These seldom seen pages show Scotland's favourite funsters at their best. Marvel at the pranks of Wullie and his pals as
he strives to outwit PC Murdoch - and his parents - and join the Broons for family fun at Glebe Street and beyond.
This mischievous guide contains everything you ever wanted to know about Beanotown - inside you'll find: - Character
profiles for all your favourite residents, including Dennis, Gnasher, Minnie and Bananaman. - Fun facts about all the
weird and wonderful locations - A history of Beanotown - A celebration of Dennis's best pranks - A fun Beanotown quiz to
check whether you've been paying attention. Fully illustrated throughout, this is the ideal gift for young Beano fans.
Discover a year of magical pony fun with the official My Little Pony Annual 2016. This super-sparkly book is packed with
games, stories, activities, recipes and lots more to keep little ones entertained. With lots of things to make and do and
over 250 pretty stickers, this is the perfect gift for any My Little Pony fan.
Contributions by Paul Fisher Davies, Lisa DeTora, Yasemin J. Erden, Adam Gearey, Thomas Giddens, Peter Goodrich,
Maggie Gray, Matthew J. A. Green, Vladislav Maksimov, Timothy D. Peters, Christopher Pizzino, Nicola Streeten, and
Lydia Wysocki Recent decades have seen comics studies blossom, but within the ecosystems of this growth, dominant
assumptions have taken root—assumptions around the particular methods used to approach the comics form, the ways
we should read comics, how its “system” works, and the disciplinary relationships that surround this evolving area of
study. But other perspectives have also begun to flourish. These approaches question the reliance on structural
linguistics and the tools of English and cultural studies in the examination and understanding of comics. In this edited
collection, scholars from a variety of disciplines examine comics by addressing materiality and form as well as the wider
economic and political contexts of comics’ creation and reception. Through this lens, influenced by poststructuralist
theories, contributors explore and elaborate other possibilities for working with comics as a critical resource,
consolidating the emergence of these alternative modes of engagement in a single text. This opens comics studies to a
wider array of resources, perspectives, and modes of engagement. Included in this volume are essays on a range of
comics and illustrations as well as considerations of such popular comics as Deadpool, Daredevil, and V for Vendetta,
and analyses of comics production, medical illustrations, and original comics. Some contributions even unfold in the form
of comics panels.
Join Dennis, Minnie and the Bash Street Kids in this collection for the ages.
Guest-Starring Hawk and Dove! The Titans uncover a plot against them. Someone has been stealing their powers, but
who? And what has it got to do with Superboy? Guest-starring Hawk and Dove.
The perfect Christmas stocking filler gift for kids This bulging compendium is loaded with all-new jaw-dropping, eyepopping, brain-bending facts and bright, bold photography!
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Enjoy these timeless characters and the story line from this fun-filled adventure packed comic strip collection of 60 years of The
Dandy & The Beano. These are two of the most well known comic strip characters in all of Britain that are coming to the United
States beginning in 2003. This annual publication for the year 2004 is available for shipping in September 2003.
Join Cavan Scott, Francesco Francavilla, and a host of classic Star Wars artists in the epic conclusion to the Vader’s Castle saga!
Star Wars Adventures: Ghosts of Vader’s Castle is a horror-packed, star-studded, five-week event guaranteed to haunt your
dreams. In issue #4, Lina’s dreams are visited by the ghost of the galaxy’s most threatening villain! The GHOSTS OF VADER’S
CASTLE are looming closer...
Exiled from Gallifrey at the very end of Time, Rassilon, fallen leader of the Time Lords, has been captured by the last of the
Cybermen. Now the Cybermen have access to time travel. With it, every defeat is now a victory. Every foe is now dead -- or
Cyberised. The Legions march across time and space, leaving devastation and converted civilisations in their wake, their numbers
growing with every world that falls. Evolving. Upgrading. Reconfiguring. All seems lost. Forever. Can the Ninth, Tenth, Eleventh
and Twelfth Doctors - each battling the Cybermen alone, on a different temporal front - undo the damage that has been wrought
on the universe, before they are converted themselves? Or is this how the universe dies? Not in fire, but in cold, unfeeling metal...
Full of Twirlywoos stories, activities and silliness and suitable for the youngest child. Featuring episode stories and lots of simple
activities and exercises, this Annual underpins the âe~learning through playâe(tm) element that runs through the TV series,
introducing very young children to simple concepts through humour and the endearing Twirlywoo characters. Silly, fun and full of
surprises!
Meet all of the crazy cast of Dennis's show starring in a wicked selection of adventures and features. It is the perfect companion to
the TV series.

A genuine reproduction of the original publication that first appeared in 1965. Each beautifully presented copy is a limited
edition of only 5,000 copies and bears its own individual number, making it a unique and highly desirable collectors item.
Features classic stories, much-loved characters and activities.
The Disney Frozen Annual 2017 is packed with magical stories featuring your favourite Frozen characters Elsa, Anna,
Kristoff and Olaf. With stories, colouring and plenty of puzzles to complete, this is the ultimate Christmas gift for Frozen
fans! About Frozen: Fearless optimist Anna sets off on an epic journey teaming up with rugged mountain man Kristoff
and his loyal reindeer Sven to find her sister, Elsa, whose icy powers have trapped the kingdom of Arendelle in eternal
winter. Encountering Everest-like conditions, mystical trolls and a hilarious snowman named Olaf, Anna and Kristoff
battle the elements in a race to save the kingdom.
Dennis and Gnasher, the Bash Street Kids, Minnie the Minx, Roger the Dodger and a host of other beloved comic
characters are waiting for menaces and minxes in this Christmas stocking-filler.
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